Install Stream Deck

Download and install the Stream Deck app.

Connect Stream Deck Pedal directly to a USB port on your PC or Mac – do not use a USB hub.

Set Up Actions

Launch the app to customize Stream Deck Pedal. Drag actions from the right panel and drop them onto your desired pedals on the left.

Right-click icons to copy, delete or move them.
Adjust Pedal Pressure

Loosen four corner screws with a Phillips head (PH) screwdriver.

Lock the middle pedal with the included stoppers to convert it into a convenient footrest.

Adjust pedal pressure with the included spring tension sets.

- **Soft**: 1400, 700, 700, 1400
- **Medium (Default)**: 1800, 800, 800, 1800
- **Hard**: 2000, 1000, 1000, 2000

Copper Set
Silver Set
Black Set

Get tapping and unleash your creative genius.